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* Credit field The Credit field in the Outerzone database is designed to recognise and credit the hard work done in scanning and digitally cleaning these vintage and old timer model aircraft plans to get them into a usable format. Currently, it is also used to credit people simply for uploading the plan to a forum on the internet. Which is not quite the
same thing. This will change soon. Probably. Scaling This model plan (like all plans on Outerzone) is supposedly scaled correctly and supposedly will print out nicely at the right size. But that doesn't always happen. If you are about to start building a model plane using this free plan, you are strongly advised to check the scaling very, very carefully
before cutting any balsa wood. © Outerzone, 2011-2022. All content is free to download for personal use. For non-personal use and/or publication: plans, photos, excerpts, links etc may be used, provided that full and clear credit is given to Outerzone with appropriate and specific direction to the original content i.e. a direct hyperlink back to the
Outerzone source page. Unauthorized use and/or duplication of this material without express and written permission from this site's owner is strictly prohibited. If we discover that content is being stolen, we will consider filing a formal DMCA notice. Welcome Aboard!Before we can take off, we first need to learn how an aeroplane works. To learn how
a plane flies, head over to Airbus Discovery Space where you can find lots of useful videos on the science of flight. Once you've understood the basics, we can then start to build our own glider using basic materials. Let's see how far your glider can fly!To create your own glider, you will need the following items: Cardboard - 1.5mm, 2mm, 3mm.
Double Sided Tape Sticky Tape A Printer & Laptop/Computer A4 White Paper Safety Knife Scissors Safety Cutting Mat Metal Ruler Pencil/Pen Elastic BandThat's all you need to start designing and building your own glider!Instructions:Start by downloading the Template PDF of the gliders. Use your computer/laptop to print out the template Print the
template using either plain A4 paper or A4 card.Instructions: Depending on the thickness of your card, select the right glider template. Use a pair of scissors to cut the template you require. Again, depending on the thickness of your card. Apply double sided tape to the paper template. (If you have printed in card please move onto step 4) Stick the
template to the corrugated card using the double sided tape.Instructions:Step 4 - Cut out the GliderUse the safety knife or scissors to roughly cut out the shape of the glider parts. Then use a pair of scissors to carefully cut round the edges of the glider. Make sure to cut all three parts out.Instructions: Carefully, use the ruler and knife to cut the slots
where the wings will go. Make sure that children are supervised when using a knife to cut the slots. Ensure that all edges of the slots are carefully cut, before removing the excess material.Instructions:Make sure that all parts and slots are cut out before assembling. Put the large front wing in the front of the main body Put the smaller back wing into
the back of the main body.Instructions:To secure the wings in place, try adding a small piece of tape on the underside of the wings. If the wings are too flimsy, try adding additional supports to the underside of the wings, Or try layering multiple wings of bodies to the glider to increase strength. (Please note this will increase the weight)Instructions:
Once you have completed your glider, try building multiple variations to see which glides furthest. Throw the glider using your arm or an elastic band to increase your distance. Try competing against your friends or fellow students to see who can glide the furthest.Instructions:Now you’ve flown your glider, it’s time to starting making it better. Using
the template, try drawing your own glider design to build. Try analysing which parts need improving. For helpful hints and tips, try going to the Airbus Discovery Space Website to learn how planes fly. Design and build your own glider and test it against the example, did it fly further? Try making it wider or more streamline, or add small details like
flaps. Once you’ve mastered your own DIY Glider design, why not try taking it to the next level using free Autodesk CAD software. If you’d like to learn how to create your glider using Autodesk Tinkercad and Fusion 360, click the links below:Autodesk TinkercadAutodesk Fusion 360We hope you have enjoy this tutorial on how to make your own glider,
make sure to keep designing, developing and making new iterations. But most importantly, happy gliding! Find something memorable, join a community doing good. Take a look at different wing designs and styles and decide what options you want to try...or design your own! The tail of your glider can be the same shape as your wings, just smaller!
The information below comes form NASA's K-12 Wing Design Curriculum .Rectangular Wing: A rectangular wing is used on slower aircraft, typically training aircraft. It is somewhat maneuverable but allows for a high margin of pilot error. It also produces a large amount of lift so that the wing can be smaller in comparison to the body of the aircraft.
Elliptical Wing: An elliptical wing is similar to the rectangular wing but is usually lighter and generates much more lift. It is often found on gliders and ultra-light aircraft. Swept Wing: Swept wings are usually found on jet aircraft. The thinner profile produces less drag, meaning it can fly at faster speeds. It is also much more maneuverable. These
aircraft are less capable of flying at slow speeds however, so most swept wings are fitted with additional devices such as flaps or slats to assist in producing lift at low speeds. Delta Wing: The delta wing is used on very high speed (supersonic) aircraft, which are extremely maneuverable but much harder to control at slower speeds. As with the swept
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norgal Balsa wood bicycle model kits hobby and leisure concept norgal Balsa wood bicycle model kits hobby and leisure concept norgal While designing Prototype #2 of our F1D, we were motivated to see if we could scale down the size and make a hand launch glider. The hope is to offer a balsa glider kit or balsa wood glider designs set from this
effort, or at a minimum, let the reader download the balsa glider plans to experiment themselves. Because such a design would be extremely delicate, the idea would be to launch it indoors, from a decent height, by gently letting it go! There will be no plans to do a ‘traditional’ throw of this indoor free flight model! There are a few facts about Indoor
Free Flight Modeling which should be acknowledged up front. First, this category of the Flying Hobbies has been around for a long time and is fading in popularity. Probably because there are no electronics involved! Second, building one of these is equal parts Art and Skill! Consequently, it is both difficult to find information and recommendations on
how to start. This Mini-D is just perfect because it introduces you to just a few of the basic skills needed for these balsa wood glider designs or balsa wood glider kits. Critical to moving on to F1L or even to the F1D (mentioned above) models is the need to master cutting templates, cutting balsa at a small scale and learning to use Ultra-film. This MiniD Balsa Glider Plans design will introduce the builder to these skills, without adding confusion and stress of everything a propeller brings to the game! UPDATE: Initially, this was only to be a glider, but with so much indoor time due to the Covid-19 Shelter In Place orders, a prop, motor stick and tail boom was added. Finish pictures and video only
are provided, along with the additional notes page. For additional build instructions on these balsa glider kits, reference the EZB build. Introducing The Mini-D Design Simple math led us to the following dimensions for our first version, which we have nicknamed the Mini-D. Wing span = 250mmWing chord = 90mmStab span = 200mmStab chord =
60mmFin width = 45mmFin height = 35mm Bill of Materials: Qty 1 – 1/32″ x 3″ x 24″ Sheet BalsaQty 1 – 1/8th” x 1/4″ Stick Balsa (only needs approx 6″)Partial Roll – Ultra Film: Here is Revision 1 of the Wing Template, Stab / Fin Template and Top Level Assembly Drawing. For best results, print the two templates out on Card Stock Paper. Mini-D Wing
TemplateDownload Mini-D Stab Fin TemplateDownload Mini-D-Wing-Top-LevelDownload Mini D Additional Notes with MotorDownload Building Steps As mentioned, building these ultralite indoor free flight models is 50% Art and 50% Skill. There is no single rule book to follow, but there is 1 rule to follow. It Is: Practice Patience! The first
documented balsa wood glider designs build we did is on the XYZ-EZB. It is a great step by step and a fantastic reference for this build, except you get to skip most of it. One more important note: this author cannot stress the importance of a proper build/cutting mat, magnifying eye-wear, sharp xacto knives, straight edges and glue applicators. If you
are use to building RC Airplane Kits and not these fragile and small balsa glider kits, you will find it to be completely different! What was once easily handled, seen, glued and cut now becomes a challenge worthy of bragging rights! It cannot be done without the tools and aides. Here are some of our recommendations. Here in quick text and pictures,
is the order followed on this Mini-D. Cut out the Templates: Cut out the Wing Template, Stab Template, Fin Template and Arc Rib Template, after printing them on Card Stock paper. Take your time! IMPORTANT: once these are cut-out, make sure you cut a notch everywhere a glue dot will be applied. if you do not, you will glue balsa to card stock!
Balsa Glider Kits purchased from the large providers make it easy….but building from these templates make it rewarding! Cut the Leading and Trailing Edges: Cut strips of 1/32″ by 2/32″ by 24″. If you are brave, attempt to cut a simple square stick of 1/32″. This takes practice and patience!! Cut the Ribs: Using the Arc Rib Template, cut 8 to 10 ribs
from the 1/32″ sheet. Each Rib should be approximately 2/32″ thick. This too takes practice. Learn to go very slowly and take several passes per rib, even though it is only 1/32″ you are cutting through. The magnifying headset eye-wear comes in very handy here! Build up the Stabilizer, Fin and Wing: using the strips of balsa stick you cut and the ribs,
build each assembly up. You will cut the ribs to fit. These pictures show the building process occurring on top of 3/4″ foam board, purchased at Hobby Lobby, with Wax Paper underneath the templates. Medium CA is used to glue each joint. Mini D Wing Build-Up Mini-D Surfaces Framed Cover the surfaces: Here is another step which takes a lot of
practice! The best tutorial we have found is here, on YouTube. Please watch it several times, practice on some dummy stick frames, and then give it a try! You will need the 3M-77 spray recommended in the tools section above. A Side note on covering. We have found that final trimming of excess is easiest with the surface upside down (if applicable)
and plenty of excess is on each side. Slow and steady is the name of the game here! Add Dihedral: take a look at the top level drawing. It shows a 25mm dihedral on each wing tip, at the second rib from the end. To do this, build up a jig of scrap parts which can gently hold the wing tip up that high. Turn the wing over and cut 3/4’s through the leading
and trailing edges in front of the rib. Gently flip the wing over and using your hands, gently break the joint at the two locations. When ready to set, place a drop of glue in each joint and set it in the jig. Allow glue to completely dry and then repeat on the other side. Jig holding Wing Dihedral in place while being glued The Fuselage-Stab and Fin: from
here, it is very straight forward. Referencing the Top Level balsa glider plans drawing linked above, cut from a 1/32″ sheet a 3mm by 420mm strip. Secure this strip on your building board and attach both the stabilizer and then the fin, using a very small amount of glue. Here is a close up photo showing one method. Note: the stabilizer is propped up
with scrap balsa and the Pin Pad is being used to gently hold the vertical fin up. Close-Up of Stab and Fin being Glued onto Fuselage The Fuselage-Wing: Time to add the wing to this Indoor Flyer. First, add a small shim, cut from 1/16″ scrap, per the top level drawing. Then, place the assembled wing onto the fuselage, with the leading edge sitting on
the shim. The below pictures shows the wing resting on leading edge shim and also some scrap balsa holding up the trailing edges evenly. Anytime the wing shows up on balsa glider kits, you know you are getting close! Wing sitting on shim being glued onto Fuselage. The Nose: lastly, from a 1/8″ x 1/4″ stick, cut a 2″ section. Sand and Round one end
and then use this piece to final balance your model. You will attach it via masking tape, so you can move it easily. You can see from the Top Level drawing an approximate spot for the CG. The Final Model: Here are a few pictures of the final model. Enjoy the build and Have Fun! Remember, with these Balsa Glider Plans you can now build either an
Indoor Glider or an actual Mini-F1D. A Few Images of the Mini-D The Mini-D w/ Motor. AKA a MINI-F1D! As mentioned above, we decided to continue with this effort and see if we could scale a prop, motor stick and tail-boom and get it to fly. We did! Now, you can build a glider, or a Mini F1D! Unfortunately, we don’t have enough indoor room during
this Shelter-In-Place to get some good flight times. We will though, very soon! So, here are a few pictures and video of the latest with this balsa wood glider designs. Side note: building one of these Mini-D balsa glider kits and then watching it fly is extremely rewarding! Mini-D Glider to MotorMini F1DA Mini F1D Indoor Free Flight Model This Mini
F1D needs more Indoor Space to Fly! The Glider turned into an Indoor Free Flight Flyer! You can click all through-out our site and see we are crazy for Indoor Free Flight Activity. Interested in Getting Started? Follow this link! Return Home
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